Is300 turbo

Over the past few years, the Lexus IS has had the potential to be an intriguing pick for a small
luxury sedan. It cost less than its German rivals yet offered more features and similar levels of
comfort and quality. Sounds great, right? Unfortunately, the IS also suffered from a lack of
driving refinement, a distracting-to-use technology interface and a small cabin. Hoping for a
better result, Lexus is hitting a soft reset with the Lexus IS The exterior is only lightly refreshed,
but there are substantial changes underneath and inside that seek to solve the IS 's most
pressing problems. Additional reinforcements and welds increase body rigidity, which Lexus
says improves handling and steering response among other benefits. Some suspension
components are lighter than before, which reduces unsprung mass and should translate to a
more comfortable ride. Inside, Lexus has replaced the distracting-to-use mouse-like controller
with a touchpad controller. This new system eliminates the on-screen cursor that made the prior
Lexus system difficult to use. The rest of the interior is pretty much unchanged. Is the IS better
than before? Most certainly. We don't expect the IS will zoom up to the top of our small luxury
sedan rankings, but it could be worth a look if value is a priority. The two are identically
equipped, with one difference that's somewhat self-explanatory: The former is rear-wheel-drive
and the latter is all-wheel-drive. Strangely, each uses a unique powertrain. The RWD model is
powered by a turbocharged 2. IS The IS comes standard with:. The IS is also equipped with a set
of advanced safety features, many of which are optional on rivals. These include:. Write a
review. See all 1 reviews. The BMW 3 Series has consistently been a luxury sport sedan
benchmark, but the newest version has left us a bit wanting. It performs well â€” the base i
turns in a mph time of just 5. That said, a somewhat compromised 3 Series is still a better pick
than the IS in most respects. Both sedans are less expensive than their German rivals and are
more generously equipped, and they also meet expectations for the luxury class. The Acura has
a more comprehensive set of features than the Lexus, and its larger size affords more
passenger room. The Audi A4 proves that you don't always have to pay extra to get the best.
Though it lacks a few features compared to the base IS , every A4 comes with all-wheel drive
and a more attractive starting price than the 3 Series or the Mercedes-Benz C-Class. This Audi
also excels in the areas of passenger comfort, driving refinement and interior design. Available
styles include 4dr Sedan 2. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Lexus IS
and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the IS 5. Edmunds consumer reviews allow
users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying
about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort,
value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide
shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the IS Edmunds experts
have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Lexus IS and all model years in our
database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the IS featuring
deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving.
Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road tests,
first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds'
editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the
vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail to
their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Lexus IS Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Lexus Lexus IS
Select year - New - New. Other years. Pros Smooth and comfortable ride on bumpy roads Cabin

is well isolated from noise Offers more features for the money than German rivals Cons Subpar
fuel economy with all-wheel-drive powertrain Rear seats can be a tight fit for adults What's new
Revised infotainment system Styling updates to front and rear fascias Changes to chassis and
suspension for improved handling F Sport package no longer available Part of the third Lexus
IS generation introduced for We recommend sticking with the base IS RWD unless you need the
extra traction of all-wheel drive. The turbocharged four-cylinder is more economical than the V6
and is nearly as powerful. None of the options is prohibitively expensive, but if you only have a
little wiggle room in your budget, the Comfort package is a must-have. The Mark Levinson audio
system is a close second. These include: Forward collision mitigation warns you of an
impending collision and applies the brakes in certain scenarios Lane keeping system makes
minor steering corrections to help keep the vehicle centered in its lane Adaptive cruise control
maintains a driver-set distance between the Lexus and the car in front Blind-spot monitor with
rear cross-traffic alert warns you if a vehicle is in your blind spot during a lane change or while
reversing Packages and stand-alone options for the IS include: Comfort package Sunroof
Heated steering wheel Heated and ventilated front seats Navigation package Read more. Find
savings on the IS for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all IS lease offers. Sponsored
cars related to the IS Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Excellent. Check your
price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer
quote? Dynamic Radar Cruise Control Helps drivers maintain a preset distance by adjusting the
vehicle's speed in relation to the vehicle directly ahead. Intelligent High Beams Switches
between high and low beams automatically by using cues from a camera that helps detect when
other vehicles are present. Lexus IS vs. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating
out of 3 reviews. Related IS Articles. The Edmunds experts tested the IS both on the road and at
the track. You probably care about Lexus IS fuel economy, so it's important to know that the IS
gets an EPA-estimated 22 mpg to 25 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo
capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the IS
has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Lexus IS is
reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal
what it's like to live with the IS Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews,
and be sure to compare the IS 's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's
a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Lexus IS is a good car. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether
the IS is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert
testing team Learn more. Other versions include: 4dr Sedan 2. IS variants include 4dr Sedan 2.
What do people think of the Lexus IS ? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Lexus IS and all model years in our
database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team
of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Lexus IS ? Which Lexus IS s are available
in my area? Can't find a new Lexus IS s you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why
trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Lexus IS ? Check out Lexus lease specials. Sign Up.
Get price. It is illegal to sell, install, or offer for sale any aftermarket part that alters or modifies
the original design or performance of the motor vehicle pollution control system. All parts are
for use on a vehicle that will NEVER be used, or licensed, or registered for use upon a street
and highway. All parts are for used on a vehicle that will NEVER be used, or licensed, or
registered for use upon a street and highway. These products may contain chemicals known to
the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information
visit Product Compare 0. Show: 15 25 50 75 Add to Cart. Emissions Control Warning: It is illegal
to sell, install, or offer for sale any aftermarket part that alters or modifies the original design or
performance of the motor vehicle pollution control system. This website uses cookies. We do
this to better understand how visitors use our site and to offer you a more personal experience.
We share information about your use of our site with social media and analytics partners in
according with our Privacy Notice. By clicking any link on this page you are giving your consent
for us to set cookies. We review the most popular Lexus IS turbo kits available on the market
today. This is the ultimate IS turbo kit guide. Wondering whether to go for a turbocharger kit or
supercharger for your IS? Our Turbocharger vs Supercharger guide was written just for you.
While many components are identical, the pistons are one of the the only internal variations
between these engines, which were made with turbocharged intentions from the factory. With
that being said, there are still considerable differences between the two power plants. Our
comment: Frequently regarded the best off-the-shelf bolt-on solution, this newly designed kit
provides great quality at an impressive price. Featuring a well-made manifold with good-quality
welding alongside a highly-regarded intercooler and piping. Many owners have successfully run
this kit for several years on high-mileage GE NA-T engines with nothing but praise. That being

said, this is another fantastic , newly revamped kit to compete with CXRacing on the market. XS
Power are very highly regarded within the 2JZ scene and this kit has been popular with many IS
owners over the years as they racked up thousands of miles with very few issues. This is
definitely a great option if you are on a smaller budget. No need to open the motor or mess with
the injectors or tranny at 9PSI, just run 93 Octane and a fuel tuning system. Our comment:
Another popular offering to the market is Driftmotion with this good quality offering which
features Garrett internals. There are reports of a weak wastegate included in the kit, so perhaps
source your own alternative. This price does not include the FMIC or piping. Various turbo
options are available, all the way up to whp. Despite many positive reports, Driftmotion have
also apparently been hard to contact when issues arise. Capable of over whp. The kit will not fit
a right-hand drive vehicle without modification to the wastegate piping. Our comment: The most
expensive kit in our list has been around for quite some time. Although some owners have had
success with it, there also seems to be a lot of reports of issues. We have also heard reports of
the kit being discontinued, so if you feel it is the right choice for your needs then we strongly
advise checking this. Getting spare parts for a discontinued kit can be very frustrating. The
Turbonetics Turbo System is a true O. Our comment: Turbo Specialties enter our list with the
second most expensive option so far. Providing the maximum horsepower for the very
discriminating and still providing dependability for daily driving. Incorporating all the high
performance equipment in the superior performance packages, these extreme packages all
include an intercooler, pop off valve, extra injectors, and injection control unit, The Brain. The
addition of this system can add as much as an additional 20 percent increase in horsepower
above and beyond the superior turbo packages. Unfortunately, there is very little to go on with
regards to good or bad reviews on this system, so we highly recommend checking that it suits
your needs before going ahead. This kit can max up to HP. We offer 90 days warranty for this
turbo kit if it is installed by ase certified mechanic! To pick our winner from this choice of IS
turbo kits we looked at a number of criteria; ease of installation, quality, popularity, upgrade
potential and price point. With no big name brands stepping up to the plate in the 2JZ-GE tuning
scene, it left a great opportunity for some smaller brands to take the win this time around. The
manifold, pipework and the rest of the CXRacing kit all have a great reputation, so fitting a fancy
turbo and wastegate could well be the perfect answer. Now would be a great time to update
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that tired old suspension, you can find our advice on what to choose in our IS coilover guide. If
you enjoyed this article then please share it with the buttons at the side and bottom of your
screen. Find this information useful? Please post a link to it on your cars owners club. We really
appreciate your support. You can use this feature to rate this page. Filed under IS Tuning.
Written by Joe Terrell Drifted. Read more about Joe and the Drifted team on our about us page.
Rate This Article 4 votes, average: 4. But, are houses worth it? We answer all your questions.
Known for her appearances in 'All Girls Garage' â€” we cover everything you need to know
about Cristy. Ultimate Miata LED Headlight Guide Miata owners know all too well they left the
factory with concerningly dim headlights, but thankfully, modern technologies provide the
perfect solution. We pick ten of the best handling cars that you can purchase in We explore
your multiplayer options in this popular racing game. Buy Now.

